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Trump says summit’s back on
NORTH KOREA » Experts
say president likely reeling
in ambitions for talks
By PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

Donald
Trump

Kim
Jong Un

President Trump announced no more
economic sanctions will be imposed on
North Korea before the summit with
its leader, Kim, on June 12 in Singapore.

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump will fly to Singapore this month after all for
a landmark summit with North
Korea’s leader, Kim Jong Un,
but he now anticipates a more
drawn-out negotiation than

plaining of North Koreonce envisioned and in- INSIDE
an bad faith, he said, in
dicated that he will stop
U.S. economy
effect, nevermind.
increasing pressure on
shows strength
the regime while talks
“We’re over that,
as job growth
proceed.
totally over that, and
continues, Labor
now we’re going to deal
Eight
days
after
Department
and we’re going to reabruptly canceling the
reports / B1
ally start a process,”
June 12 meeting citing
North Korea’s “open hostili- Trump told reporters after
ty,” Trump just as abruptly an- meeting at the White House with
nounced on Friday that it was a high-ranking North Korean
back on, the latest head-spin- envoy who delivered a personal
ning twist in a diplomatic drama letter from Kim. “We’re meeting
that has captivated and confused with the chairman on June 12,
much of the world. After com- and I think it’s probably going to

be a very successful — ultimately, a successful process.”
He said that economic sanctions would remain in place in the
meantime, but that he would not
impose more as talks continue,
and he even backed off the phrase
“maximum pressure” that he has
used to describe his strategy.
“I don’t even want to use the
term maximum pressure anymore because I don’t want to use
that term because we’re getting
TURN TO SUMMIT » PAGE A2

SMART WRECK

GRADUATION SEASON » Departing seniors at SR’s Piner High School
reflect on loss, celebrate success as ceremonies continue across county

‘Fires changed our lives’

Driver
doesn’t
recall
collision
Hospitalized operator
of delivery truck unable
to offer details, CHP says
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

PHOTOS BY KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Graduating seniors listen to the national anthem on Friday during their commencement ceremony at Piner High School in Santa Rosa.
By SUSAN MINICHIELLO
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A
Piner High School graduate Arnie Mendoza celebrates
after receiving his diploma Friday.

mid the balloons, flowers, white
and maroon caps and gowns, a
sense of triumph was palpable
Friday at Piner High School’s graduation ceremony.
In the crowd, where families calmed
babies and older relatives were assisted
into bleacher seats, proud father Ciriaco Gutierrez, who lost his home in the
October fires, watched his daughter,
Jacqueline, walk across the Jim Underhill Stadium to receive her diploma.
“The fires changed our lives,” Guti-

errez said. “She made it.”
His family now lives in a rented
apartment near the school, but it’s not
the same as being in their old house,
he said.
Twenty-four of Piner’s 260 graduating seniors lost their homes in the
wildfires that burned through Sonoma
County in the fall. Many lived in Santa
Rosa’s Coffey Park neighborhood.
Piner student Oscar Villalobos Campos, 17, said in his graduation speech
that the Piner community became
closer after the fires.

The driver of the box truck
that barreled past rail crossing
arms and was struck Thursday
by a SMART train outside Santa Rosa has no memory of the
crash, investigators said Friday.
Detlev Ihlenfeld, 68, remained
in treatment at Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital, but has not yet
been able to provide investigators with any useful information about the crash, said Officer
Jon Sloat of the California Highway Patrol.
“Even a slight head injury
can affect immediate memory,”
Sloat said. “We will check back
in a few days to see if it comes
back to him.”
Ihlenfeld was driving the furniture delivery truck westbound
on Todd Road just after 3 p.m.
when for unknown reasons, he
drove through the activated,
flashing crossing arms and over
the tracks just as the train was
traveling at high speed through
the intersection, according to
the CHP.
The
northbound
train
slammed into the left rear of the
white box truck, sending it spinning into a power pole, which
was sheared in half by the force.
The truck was destroyed. Sloat
said the train’s estimated speed
was at least 50 mph at the time
of the crash.
Ihlenfeld appears to own an antique furniture delivery business
on Stony Point Road, Sloat said.
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There’s only one firearms store,
yet gun violence soaring in Mexico
By KATE LINTHICUM
LOS ANGELES TIMES

MEXICO CITY — The only
gun shop in all of Mexico is
behind a fortresslike wall on a
heavily guarded military base.
To enter the Directorate of
Arms and Munitions Sales, customers must undergo months of
background checks — six documents are required — and then
be frisked by uniformed soldiers.
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The army-run store on the
outskirts of Mexico City embodies the country’s cautious
approach to firearms, and a visit
there illustrates the dramatically different ways two neighboring countries view guns, legally
and culturally.
Like the Second Amendment
in the United States, Mexico’s
Constitution guarantees the
right to bear arms, but it also
stipulates that federal law “will
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determine the cases, conditions,
requirements and places” of
gun ownership. For many Mexicans, even those who love guns,
the thought of an unfettered
right to owning one is perplexing.
Yet on this issue, like so many
aspects of life in Mexico, the influence of its powerful neighbor
to the north is keenly felt: Each

HERIBERTO RODRIGUEZ / TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE
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The army-run store, the only place where guns can be bought legally,
near Mexico City epitomizes the country’s cautious approach to firearms.

GARBAGE COMPANY MAY BE BOUGHT: County
landfill operator Republic Services moves
to buy SR contractor, recycling operation / A3
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